Producer of top quality Cap Classiques & importer of exceptional Champagnes

Dedicated to serve South Africa's most passionate bubbly lovers
FREE DELIVERY COUNTRYWIDE for orders of 12 bottles and more
_____________________________________________________________________

08 SEP 2016 | Sending sparkles & smiles from the Colmant farm

Celebrating spring time with fresh beginnings:

A brand new website and the official 2016
Colmant MCC release !
A BRAND NEW WEBSITE
______________________________
Dear Friends,
It is with great pleasure to announce that Colmant’s brand new website is officially LIVE !!
It has been a long time since I wished for a new website which would stand as a better
platform to represent the Colmant farm and bubblies, while offering our dear customers a
greater online experience! This website is a result of few months of work fuelled by the
visions and passionate energy of the Colmant family and team (and our website
developer of course).
Click below to start exploring… We really hope that you love it as much as we do! Don't
hesitate to let us know what you think or express any improvements you would

recommend by emailing my daughter Manon (manon@colmant.co.za)- she would love to
hear from you!

2016 COLMANT MCC RELEASE
__________________________________
Of course, the website launch could only be paired with an equally exciting release: the
2016 stock is officially ready to make its way out of our cellar! This means that all Colmant
bubblies are now available on our website - including our BRUT RESERVE that many of you
have long been waiting for!!
Please make use of our new online store to stock up. As always, we will deliver to your
doorstep anywhere in the country free of charge for orders of 12 bottles and more (with
any combination from our Cap Classique and Champagne collections).
Wishing all Colmant bubbly lovers around South Africa a very happy and sunny Springtime!

Yours in bubbles,
Jean-Philippe Colmant
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